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Amazing what computers can do these days. See page 3 for details of our drive to commission our own passing
loop feasibility study, and find out how you can help.

ABFLY AGM AND MEMBERS’ MEETING
Monday 20th November 2017
The Parish Centre, Station Road, Bricket Wood, AL2 3PJ
3 mins walk from Bricket Wood Station - doors open 7pm for 7:30pm start
ABFLY members get in free. We always welcome new members - join at the door annual subscription from £5.00 per household
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It’s been a while
2016-17 have had their highs and lows, but the momentum is with us
Where does the time go? It has in fact been well over a year since we produced a Newsletter
(March 2016), for which the greatest apologies to our membership are due. It has nonetheless
been a busy 18 months for ABFLY, with two mass consultation responses to organise, another
rearguard anti-Guided Bus action to fight, plus some campaign successes to report as well
including the introduction of a later-evening service and a new Shuttle Bas in St Albans.
Now there is a change of Train Operator on the horizon, as we bid farewell to London Midland
and look forward to the arrival of West Midlands Trains Ltd. Hard to believe that it was 10 years
since we last went through all this, when Silverlink passed away and London Midland was the
new kid on the block, but that’s the privatised railway for you.
There is also some positive news about the restoration of Bricket Wood Station which, after
many false dawns, appears to now be moving ahead with some considerable momentum.
Could there even be steam specials on the Abbey Line in 2018 to celebrate the branch’s 160 th
anniversary? Find out more below.
We take pleasure in welcoming Richard Haywood on to our committee, he has very kindly
volunteered to take forward the passing loop feasibility study and has already put an awful lot
of effort into setting up the Spacehive crowdfunding campaign (more on this exciting
development below).
Finally, at the forthcoming AGM, I will be stepping down as your Chairman and stepping down
from the committee on which I have had the pleasure of serving for almost 15 years. Pressures
of work and family life, plus a move to Somerset, have made my continuing involvement
impractical. Trevor Gurd, as Vice-Chair, will hold the reigns until a successor is found, but I have
every confidence that this vessel will carry on in full sail!
David Horton
Chairman, Abbey Flyer Users’ Group
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Crowdfunding campign launched to fund Passing Loop Feasibility Study

www.spacehive.com/abbeylineloop
Not another one - surely?
Despite material successes in our long-running campaign over the last 2 years – one extra late
evening train, ticket machines installed at all stations (albeit some of them subject to almost
constant vandalism or breakdown), and a shuttle bus service introduced, the main impasse
remains over improving the basic service frequency on the Abbey Line.
In the usual British way with infrastructure projects, the last 20 years have seen the so-called
transport authorities (Hertfordshire County Council, Network Rail and the Department for
Transport) spending a lot of time and money on consultants looking at ‘options’, raising our
expectations about every 4-5 years, only to kick things firmly into the long grass when there’s a
threat of anything actually happening.
There is no point going over previous ground in great detail – back copies of the ABFLY
Newsletter will give you that, however one thing that all the studies had in common was that
they never engaged with the REAL experts – us.
As such, ‘difficult questions’ were never asked.
Flawed assumptions were never challenged.
Blatant failures of logic went uncontested.
But worst of all, people with poor skills in project management, naivety in commercial
negotiations, a complete lack of railway technical or operational knowledge, and no real flair
for leadership or entrepreneurialism – were allowed to tell us that it was ‘all too difficult’.

Doing it OUR way
So we’ve decided to bite the bullet and commission our own feasibility study, from The Railway
Consultancy Ltd, a firm based in South London who specialise in studies such as this. They are
not one of the big players in railway consultancy, however they are the body which – among
other things – have done the official passenger counts since 2006, so they know the Abbey
Line well.
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Their conclusions as to the benefit of an increased service frequency will therefore hold weight
and must be taken notice of in official circles.
Their brief will be simple - to examine the feasibility of running two trains of any available type –
as long as it’s electric – and predicting, using widely-accepted models, the increased use that
all our instincts tell us will result.
The benefits will be measured as increased revenue – including on the main line – reduction in
car use, more efficient and quicker journeys, reduced overcrowding on the Thameslink route,
etc. Obviously this has to be set against the capital cost of the passing-loop and the running
costs of the 2nd train.
It is worth reminding ourselves that, apart from increased frequency, the 2nd train will be a
back-up for the 1st: i.e. if one unit fails or there is a staff shortage, the system reverts to our
current service (but more reliable) rather than complete shutdown as at present.
To get the initial study completed we need to raise £6,443 by 4th December 2017 which will
cover the costs to fund the minimum useful study possible. Further to this we have a number of
stretch goals, each developing on the basic study and building towards a full business case
highlighting the benefits of the investment for commuters and the wider community.
To raise these funds we are trying, for the first time, to employ ‘Crowdfunding’, which as
defined by Wikipedia is, ‘the practice of funding a project or venture by raising many small
amounts of money from a large number of people, typically via the Internet.’ To do this we
have partnered up with ‘Spacehive’ (www.spacehive.com) which is a specialist crowdfunding
website for community projects.
The campaign already has pledges of support totalling £2,102 at the time of writing from
online donations, which includes £1000 from the ‘Locality Budget’ of County Councillor Sandy
Walkington and similarly £500 from Cllr Stephen Giles-Medhurst and £500 from Cllr Asif Khan.
Cllr Walkington commented; ‘This is the Cinderella railway line. With a bit of love and
investment it could be transformed, delivering real benefits to one of the most congested
corridors in Hertfordshire. I welcome anything which can unlock its potential’.
Cllr Giles-Medhurst said; ‘This is a key line that could greatly reduce congestion between
Watford and St Albans and not only needs but deserves investment to ensure long term green
travel routes are maintained. Anything to improve it is welcomed and should be supported.’

How it works
1) Go to https://www.spacehive.com/abbeylineloop
2) Watch the rather wonderful video created by our Crowdfunding Coordinator, Richard
Haywood - and read the information.
3) Click on the big yellow button ‘Back this project’ and follow the instructions to make a
pledge, of any amount (preferably large!). This works on an ‘all or nothing’ basis.
Pledges will only be ‘charged’ if the full amount of £6443 is achieved by the deadline of
4th December.

What if you have no access to the internet?
Not a problem, please contact our Treasurer, Roz Devlin (details at the end of this newsletter)
to see how you can contribute. For further information about the project please contact our
Crowdfunding Coordinator, Richard Haywood, by e-mail to haywood.richard@gmail.com, or
call 07716 407041.
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New life at last for Bricket Wood station
Local community making significant progress

Bricket Wood station building, viewed from the road, 1950s (left) and as seen, derelict, in 1982 (right)

The station building at Bricket Wood is the sole surviving ‘steam-age’ structure on the Abbey
Line. It was built around 1903, when the station was expanded to cope with an increase in
passenger traffic, principally through weekend excursions.
This was in large part due to the presence of two popular local funfairs. It was a typical
Edwardian country station, originally boasting three waiting rooms, a booking office, toilets
and storage space.
Since the mid-1960s, when the station was rationalised, it has been used as a store room.
Bricked up after fire damage in the 1970s, the distinctive tall chimneys had all disappeared by
1984, and in recent years it has stood empty.
The inside is devoid of all utilities and partition walls. The roof has been patch-repaired over the
years but is now in a bad state. All windows and doors have been bricked up except for the
old main entrance doorway, off the car park.
Just about every single item of the line’s original station fabric was swept away in the 1960s
when the route was rationalised and stations were reduced to unstaffed halts, save for this
building. Thus, whilst it may not be listed, it is of immense local importance in terms of its
connection to the past, and the local community.
Across the UK there are thousands of disused railway buildings, some of which are architectural
gems, some of which (like Bricket Wood) are rather more ordinary. In recent decades, a
number of organisations have recognised the value of returning life to their stations, usually for
non-railway purposes. As well as halting their inevitable deterioration, restoration makes
stations more inviting, deters vandalism, and brings pride back to the community.
In 2005 the Abbey Line Community Rail Partnership (CRP) was inaugurated. One of the keys
aims of the CRP was to find a new use for the Bricket Wood station building, with the focus on
a community-based re-use. Since then various parties have shown an interest, including local
groups, but no serious proposals have yet emerged.
In 2009 the search for a new use was widened in scope to include the possibility of a
commercial let. That year planning permission was granted for an Indian takeaway but the
owners backed away, it is presumed because of the scale of restoration work involved.
In November 2015 representatives from four local community groups came together to form a
joint working group, agree upon a common objective and take the project forward.
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The groups are:
•
•
•
•

St Stephen Parish Council (SSPC)
Bricket Wood Residents’ Association (BWRA)
Bricket Wood Society (BWS)
Abbey Flyer Users’ Group (ABFLY)

Bricket Wood station building in 2015 (left), and showing new fencing and tarmac being laid in August 2016 (right)

At the time of writing, the working group is going through the process of applying to become a
Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO) under the name ‘Bricket Wood Station Heritage
Trust’.
Discussions concerning a lease have reached the Heads of Terms stage with Network Rail (as
the landlord) and funding pledges of c. £11k have been secured for phase 1 of the project,
which is to become incorporated as a CIO, open a bank account, secure the funding,
develop a business case and commence preliminary design work with a view to a planning
application.
The Trust has agreed on ‘conditional outputs’. These are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

To restore the building in sympathy with the original design intent.
To involve the local community - be a ‘landmark’ for Bricket Wood village.
To create an attraction which will encourage more people to use the line.
To provide enhanced facilities for passengers.
To bring back a ‘human presence’ to the station during railway operating hours.
To ensure that the building covers its operating costs, including maintenance.
Where possible, to employ sustainable materials and green technologies.

To achieve the outputs, experience has been drawn from the restoration and re-use of
Ridgmont station on the Bedford to Bletchley line, itself a Community Railway marketed as the
‘Marston Vale’ line.
The former station house, built in 1846 in a Victorian Gothic Cottage style, boasts a Tea Room
in the former ladies waiting room, three offices, a Tourist Information Point, a small gift shop and
a growing collection of railway heritage items in the restored booking office. In 2014 it won
second place in the ‘Most Enhanced Station Buildings' category at the prestigious ACORP
Community Rail Awards.
The Tea Room operates 7 days a week as a commercial venture, with rental paid to the notfor-profit Bedford Rural Communities Charity (BRCC) who, as a partner in the Marston Vale
CRP, lead the restoration project and now manages the building. BRCC also happen to be the
new hosts of the Abbey Line CRP.
The success of Ridgmont is the model for what is proposed at Bricket Wood, where we propose
to create a heritage centre and tea room.
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Ridgmont station tea rooms and heritage centre, Marston Vale line

The Heritage Centre aspect will focus on the history of Bricket Wood village and the railway. It
will be a ‘gateway’ to the Common, walks in and around the village and the woods.
As the principal revenue stream to support the Heritage Centre, a substantial portion of the
building will be devoted to the Tea Room, which will have an Edwardian theme, as a reminder
of the station’s heyday.
Within the Tea Rooms, and if space permits, it is proposed to set aside a small play area for
young children, with soft toys, wooden trains, books etc. Such areas are increasingly popular
at places such as garden centres where it has been realised that it allows the children to play
in safety whilst parents can relax and enjoy refreshments.
The Trust expect to launch a website before Christmas, in the meantime keep an eye on the
ABFLY website for further updates: www.abfly.org.uk

ABFLY Newsletter – at the bufferstops?
ABFLY going entirely digital unless newsletter editor can be found
….Dave Horton, Chairman and Newsletter Editor writes
As is now widely recognised, the way in which we ‘consume’ news and information is radically
different from what it was 22 years ago, when ABFLY was born.
Back then e-mail and the internet were very much in their infancy, there was no such thing as
‘social media’ and the cost of a normal second class stamp was a mere 19p.
In 2015, ABFLY commissioned and then launched a new all-singing and all-dancing website.
Through our website we can now set up online forms/petitions, post photos and documents at
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the click of a button, and create ‘events’ that can be linked to the various forms of electronic
calendars that people have on their multimedia devices.
Perhaps most importantly we also now have an attractive ‘blog’ where we can regularly post
news articles and opinion pieces. These blog posts are retained on the website in
chronological order so it also forms a pleasing sort of online archive of our activities.
On top of that, we can easily link our blog posts and webpages to the two main social media
outlets which are:



Twitter
Facebook

@abflyusers
https://www.facebook.com/abflyrail

(177 followers)
(205 ‘likes’)

Our most powerful means of communicating to a lot of people in one hit remains our e-mailing
list, which currently has 326 registrants.
Whilst it is a shame that not all of the people we communicate with via e-mail and social
media with are fully ‘paid-up’ ABFLY members, we have to accept in this day and age that it is
probably more important that we are getting our message out there as widely as possible,
rather than limiting it to only those who pay.
All of this contributes to that ethereal but vital quality in a campaign group – keeping us
‘relevant’. Indeed, without the new website and the social media channels, it is arguable that
we may not have been able to achieve the campaign successes of recent years.
What this means is that the old paper-based newsletter has unfortunately become a bit of a
millstone around our neck. Not only does it take an awful lot of time to collate the information
into the high-quality and informative publication that you see before you (if we do say so
ourselves), but by the time it gets to you the news is often rather out-of-date.
To try and keep the paper newsletter going and relevant, would involve going back to
quarterly or even monthly newsletters. Some voluntary groups do manage it, but the editing,
printing, stuffing of envelopes, labelling, stamping and sending becomes almost a full-time job
in itself, not to mention a costly one (a normal 2nd class stamp is now 56p, 76p for ‘large
letter’!).
There is also a risk that making newsletters artificially regular actually dilutes the content.
So at the last ABFLY committee meeting, it was concluded that the Newsletter in its present
paper format has ‘had its day’ and that unless somebody with enough time and energy can
step forward to take it on, this edition will be the last for the foreseeable future.
The committee acknowledges however that in order to maintain an effective campaign
‘presence’, regular and informative website blog posts and information sharing via all possible
digital channels is an absolute must, and our efforts will henceforth be redoubled in these
areas.
I am also very pleased to announce that new committee member Richard Haywood has
agreed to take over website and social media management from myself, as I am stepping
down from the committee and all formal ABFLY duties at the AGM on 20th November.
We will also continue to send written notification of AGMs to all our members, as our
constitution insists.
Those that wish to join the e-mailing list to continue receiving regular news updates can do so
via http://www.abfly.org.uk/elist/ or send me an e-mail chairman@abfly.org.uk
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Refranchising update
Many campaign goals achieved with new franchise award
The big push at the time of the last newsletter (March 2016) was to encourage responses to
the Department for Transport’s (DfT’s) West Midlands Rail Franchise Consultation.
The West Midlands rail franchise in its current form, which includes the Abbey Line and is run by
London Midland Trains, whose parent company is Govia (also the operator of Thameslink and
Southern), comes to an end very shortly – on 10th December.
The winning bidder of the new franchise was announced on Thursday 10 th August as being
West Midlands Trains Ltd (WMTL), a joint venture between Abellio, East Japan Railway
Company and Mitsui & Co Ltd, beating London Midland, as the present incumbent. WMTL now
have the contract to run services until March 2026.
The DfT’s consultation was open from 15 th December 2015 until 22nd March 2016. Through our
now standard method of writing a template letter, creating an online form through our allpowerful website, and encouraging masses of people to respond, we were able to have a
real influence in the process. Some 300 online responses were generated, and this was
officially acknowledged in the DfT’s ‘Stakeholder Briefing Document and Consultation
Response’ paper published in August 2016, which subsequently informed the Invitation to
Tender (ITT).
ABFLY met for the first time with WMTL on Monday 16th October at their new offices in London.
During the franchise consultation period, though we were sadly still unable to secure any sort
of commitment to increase the frequency, we were nonetheless able to tick a lot of other
campaign boxes:


Later trains – since December 2016 some later services have already started running
thanks to the current Direct Award contract, with last journeys on the branch now
departing after 23:00. These will be enshrined in the new franchise. ABFLY had been
calling for services until midnight, but it is no doubt a step in the right direction.



Smart ticketing – WMTL will be required to develop smart ticketing options for customers
travelling on the Abbey Line, though won’t be Oyster. This will help tackle fare evasion
and make for smoother, more integrated journeys.



Ticketing products – WMTL will be required to offer products that give customers who
travel fewer than five days per week a better value option than buying multiple return
journeys, or a weekly season ticket. Again this should encourage ridership.



Community Rail Partnership – significantly increased funding.



Sunday service – higher frequency (every 45mins rather than every 1 hour), matching
the Monday-Saturday pattern. Not something we had actually asked for, but can’t
complain!



Passenger Information System – all trains will be required to be fitted with live tracking
technology so that real time passenger information can be provided. Provided this is
reliable, this could be a massive step forward. Let us hope the technology extends to
platform-based information so that passengers know where to turn in the event of
disruption.



Class 350s to be introduced on the line from 2021. These trains include air conditioning,
toilets, wifi, power sockets etc.
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A Service Quality Regime (SQR) on branch lines to improve the presentation and
delivery of stations, trains and customer service for passengers. In these areas the
operator will be required to meet certain targets for presentation (cleanliness and
maintenance) and customer service, with penalties for under-performance.

London Midland service heads towards London Euston from Watford Junction platform 9. These type of trains will
operate services on the Abbey Line from 2021, bringing ‘main line’ standards of comfort and convenience.

The ITT also included several less well-defined but nonetheless welcome suggestions of possible
improvements:


Revenue Protection – a ticketless travel survey confirmed ABFLY’s long-held insistence
that many passengers are travelling without tickets and bidders were required to
demonstrate how they will manage ticketless travel on the route.



Improved staff visibility – bidders were required to set out how they will improve staff
visibility on trains, in tandem with their strategy for reducing ticketless travel. See also
‘Service Quality Regime’. The government stops short of making the controversial Driver
Controlled Operation (DCO) mandatory, most likely because of recent Union troubles
caused by such proposals on Southern.



Connections – there was a specific requirement to focus on making connections better
between West Midlands Franchise services at Bletchley, Lichfield Trent Valley, Stafford
and Watford Junction. This is presumed to include connections between the Abbey Line
and main line services.



Leaf-fall season – the bidders were required to provide a robust strategy to deliver
services during the autumn leaf-fall period in collaboration with Network Rail. They will
need to focus on delivering the normal level of service wherever possible, while ensuring
that services operate reliably and punctually, meet demand, manage crowding and
deliver customer satisfaction.
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Balancing all the improvements, it is extremely disappointing that there has been no
commitment to introduce a higher frequency, clock-face timetable. ABFLY still maintain that
this is the only way to bring about a step-change in the service offering.
Predictably, the government document glibly stated:

Unfortunately this cannot be provided without significant and costly infrastructure work. Usage
on the line means the business case is poor for such an expensive scheme so we cannot
provide it as part of the franchise specification. Bidders are, however, being asked to look at
schemes such as this with local Stakeholders and Network Rail during the franchise.
However we hope to challenge and overturn the much-touted ‘no business case’ assertion by
the commissioning of our own feasibility study, don’t forget to support this - see page 3.
Finally, there is no commitment to trial or introduce through trains, but tantalisingly at the
meeting with WMTL on 16th October they said, whilst it was in no way at the top of their
agenda, a through train trial was not completely ruled out at some point during the life of the
franchise.

CRP membership and Guided Busway
ABFLY took principled stand and won. But there is no room for complacency.
In September 2016 we sadly had to withdraw our involvement in the Abbey Line Community
Rail Partnership (CRP) after the publication of Herfordshire County Council’s (HCC) ‘Transport
Vision’.
The nightmare ‘Vision’, proporting to be a very long term strategy for transport in Hertfordshire,
included proposals to tear up the branch and turn it into a Bus Rapid Transit route (BRT) at a
cost of some £90 million – estimated (with no obvious business case)!

ABFLY making headlines in the Watford Observer – September 2016
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BRT involves running self-powered buses, probably diesel, down concrete guideways, i.e.
tracks – a ludicrously expensive and wasteful idea compared to simply improving the electric,
environmentally-friendly rail service we’ve already got.

Consultation fatigue
Back in summer 2015, over 80% of respondents to another HCC consultation, this time on the
update to their ‘Rail Strategy’ (a much shorter / medium-term view), expressed their opposition
to such a scheme, and their support for retaining and enhancing the Abbey Line as a rail
service. Subsequently, the BRT idea was removed from the final published Rail Strategy, only for
the idea to appear again, like a cancer, one year later in the ‘Vision’!
The Vision appeared to have been composed by an utterly different set of consultants from
those who put together the Rail Strategy, the latter being, at the very least, completely
ignorant of the previous public outcry or indeed any of the earlier ones (the BRT idea has been
around and has raised its ugly head more than once in the last 15 years).
In any case, whether deliberate or unintentional, it appeared that our views had been roundly
ignored in what was beginning to look like an insult to the democratic process.
Back to the ‘Vision’. ABFLY succeeded in rallying over 500 anti-bus responses to the HCC
consultation – our best result yet! Thank you to all who took part.

Contradiction
The reason why publication of the ‘Vision’ precipitated our withdrawal from the CRP is
because the CRP was then being run by HCC, and we felt it was an unsustainable
contradiction for one part of HCC (the CRP) to be working for improvements to the rail service
on the Abbey Line, whilst another part of HCC was considering the possibility of ripping it up.

Light at the end of the tunnel
We are pleased to report that our lobbying has finally paid off.
A recent report from HCC’s Environment, Planning and Transport Cabinet states the following:
"Hertfordshire Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) network. Scheme extent amended to serve Welwyn
Garden City, with the potential to extend further eastwards to serve Hertford and Harlow. No
longer includes Abbey Line railway. Instead St Albans could be served by additional BRT spur
from the main route along the A414, or via a BRT interchange with the Abbey Line when the
long term future of the rail line is agreed."

Rewind
In light of the above success in removing BRT from official HCC transport plans, we shall now
seek to rejoin the CRP.

No room for complacency
Despite our success in getting BRT removed from medium and long-term HCC transport plans,
we know from history that this idea could one day be dusted off the shelf and ‘nudged’ again,
if the Abbey Line continues to be the ‘under-performer’ that it currently is.
Without investment in new trains, modern technology, a higher frequency service, through
trains, more aggressive drives to get people to use it, i.e. all the improvements we are calling
for and many of which are now on the horizon, it is inevitable that the vultures will circle again
one day. All the more reason to carry on supporting the work of ABFLY!
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The scandal of ticketless travel
Figures indisputable

New ticket machines such as this one have gone up at Garston, Bricket Wood, How Wood and Park Street
stations, in an effort to tackle ticketless travel, but there have been several instances of vandalism

As discussed above, the Department for Transport (DfT) has now awarded the contract for the
new West Midlands rail franchise, which includes the Abbey Line. The new operator is due to
take over in December 2017.
As part of the franchise specification, a seemingly innocuous report was released under the
radar entitled, ‘West Midlands Ticketless Travel Report’.
The report contains the findings of a ticketless travel survey undertaken between 21st March
and 24th April 2016 across the West Midlands franchise area.
The survey measured ‘irregularity rates’ and ‘revenue at risk’ – in simple terms ‘irregularity rate’
is the proportion of passengers that have an invalid ticket or no ticket at all, and the ‘revenue
at risk’ is the amount of money that London Midland, the Train Operator, are estimated to be
losing as a result.
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What it finds for the Abbey Line will come as no surprise to those of you who use the line
regularly or have followed ABFLY’s campaigns on the issue over the last few years:

The Abbey Line shows the HIGHEST irregularity rates (36.4%) across the entire West
Midlands franchise area – that is, 36.4% of passengers using the branch do not carry a
valid ticket (for whatever reason).



This is significantly higher that ABFLY estimates, which had put the rate of ticketless travel
at 18-20%.



The Abbey Line leads the field in terms of irregularity rates by some 10% against the
second worst-performing line which was New Street – Wolverhampton –
Wellington/Shrewsbury.

BUT….


In terms of ‘Revenue at Risk’, the Abbey Line is in the lowest category.

So, put simply – London Midland and their paymasters in the government don’t mind you
travelling for free on the Abbey Line since they lose an insignificant amount of money because
of it!
I suppose this stands to reason in the world of cold, hard business – but when ticket sales data
are the driver of official government line/station usage statistics, is it any wonder that the
Abbey Line is always slated as ‘under-used’ and therefore performs badly when it comes to
evaluating investment proposals such as the passing loop.
‘There is no business case’ for rail improvements, we are always being told. Rip it up and
convert it to a road then, say HCC and their road-building chums!
There is no doubt that this is the worst kind of statistical misrepresentation in order to play down
the line’s potential, perhaps as a precursor to closure – worthy of Dr Beeching.
And don’t forget with Network Rail and the train operators being government-funded, to a
greater or lesser extent, the lack of effort being put into revenue collection effectively
represents a defrauding of the taxpayer – that’s you and me!
Thankfully there is some hope on the horizon though.
Due to ABFLY’s campaigning and sheer dogged persistence on this issue over the last few
years, the government and London Midland were reluctantly forced to concede that there is
a problem and they are now taking steps to rectify it – by installing ticket machines at every
station.
At least when they actually work or haven’t been vandalised, there is now less of an excuse for
not having a ticket when passengers board the train.
But the only thing that will really help to improve matters is to have consistency of revenue
collection / checking through on-train personnel or better still an Oyster-style smartcard system
and barriers at stations.
Here’s hoping that the new Train Operator will come up with a significantly more robust
approach to ticketless travel on the Abbey Line than London Midland did, now that the
problem, as originally revealed by ABFLY, is now indisputable - according to the government’s
own figures.
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Shuttle bus
Long-overdue connecting bus introduced in 1-year trial, but use it or lose it

One of the new St Albans Abbey – St Albans Thameslink Shuttle Buses in dedicated branding

Thanks again to persistent ABFLY lobbying, a new bus service linking St Albans’ railway stations
and the city centre launched on Monday 30 January.
The Abbey Shuttle travels between St Albans Abbey Station and St Albans City Station via St
Peter’s Street with the timetable scheduled to coincide with the Abbey Line train arrivals and
departures.
The service is a 12-month pilot funded by a £150k grant from the Department for Transport.
Included in this cost is a marketing campaign aimed at residents and businesses. All profits
from the service will be reinvested in the route and if successful the contract will extend past
the one year trial project.
The new service is the ‘SC1′ run by Lucketts of Watford, and the timetable can be found here:
http://www.intalink.org.uk/uploads/publications/1333.pdf
Another victory for ABFLY!

Late night services begin
First real material improvement to service since 1988
As discussed above, since 11th December 2016, London Midland have been running one
additional return trip every night of the week. The last departure from Watford Junction is now
2221 Monday to Saturday, 2304 on a Sunday. And the last departure from St Albans Abbey is
now 2242 Monday to Saturday, 2326 on a Sunday. This has been achieved as a direct result of
our lobbying – it shows that campaigning really DOES work!
This is just the beginning though. What we really want is services until midnight or beyond, to
match that of London Overground and Thameslink.
As ever, however, we urge people to ‘use it or lose it’. It will take some time for people to
realise the service has improved – especially as London Midland have not yet put any effort
into aggressively marketing the change.
Please spread the word.
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Abbey Line 160th anniversary steam specials?

One of the last steam specials to visit the Abbey Line was the Railway Correspondence and Travel Society’s
‘Hertfordshire Rail Tour no. 2’, seen here at St Albans Abbey on April 27th 1958 hauled by LMS Stanier / Fowler
Class 2P 0-4-4T no. 41901

One of the other locomotives involved in the 27th April 1958 RCTS railtour was LNER N2 class 0-6-2T no. 69632, photo
above left, seen waiting to depart with the tour at St Albans Abbey, bound for Hatfield. An example of this type of
locomotive, no. 1744, survived into preservation and can now be seen operating on the Great Central Railway in
Leicestershire (photo above right).

Next year will mark the 160th anniversary of the Watford to St Albans Abbey branch line, and in
celebration ABFLY is looking to organise steam specials to commemorate this grand milestone.
The specials would most likely operate as a substitute for the regular London Midland electric
service on a broadly hourly timetable, stopping at every station, running all day on both days.
Due to the lack of run-round loops the train would be a 4- or 5-coach formation ‘top-andtailed’ by at least one, possibly two steam locomotives.
To assess the likely demand for such an event we are asking people to register their interest via
an online form:
http://www.abfly.org.uk/2017/03/may-2018-for-abbey-line-steam-dream/
Or if you would prefer, please e-mail us at chairman@abfly.org.uk to register your interest.
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Who’s who
Chairman (outgoing):

Dave Horton

07739 023316
chairman@abfly.org.uk
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Vice-Chairman:

Trevor Gurd

37 Bucknalls Drive
Bricket Wood
AL2 3XJ
07941436539
thegurds@btinternet.com
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------General Enquiries:

Kevin Ambrose

info@abfly.org.uk
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Membership Secretary:

Robin White

11 Juniper Avenue
Bricket Wood
AL2 3LR
07721 697168
membership@abfly.org.uk
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Treasurer:

Roz Devlin

4 Southfield Avenue
Watford
WD24 7DS
01923 467889
treasurer@abfly.org.uk
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Feasibility Study Project Leader:

Richard Haywood

07716 407041
haywood.richard@gmail.com
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